The oscillatory screening effects on elastic electron-ion collisions are investigated in dense quantum plasmas. The eikonal method with the modified Debye-Hückel potential is employed to obtain the scattering phase shift and scattering amplitude. In addition, the total elastic collision cross section is obtained by the optical theorem with the forward scattering amplitude in quantum plasmas. It is shown that the modified Debye-Hückel screening in quantum plasmas produces the oscillatory behaviour of the scattering phase shift. In addition, the minimum position of the phase shift is receded from the target ion with decreasing the quantum wave number. It is also found that the oscillatory screening effect suppresses the differential cross section. The total cross section is also found to be decreased due to the oscillatory screening effect. In addition, it is shown that the total cross section decreases with an increase of the quantum wave number.
The electron-ion collision [1, 2] has received much attention since this is one of the most fundamental processes and also has wide applications in many areas of physics. Recently, atomic collision processes in plasmas have been extensively investigated as useful tools for plasma diagnostics. It has been shown that the elastic electron-ion collision plays an important role in electric conductivity [3] in various plasmas. The screened interaction between charged particles in classical plasmas has been mainly described by the Yukawa-type standard Debye-Hückel potential [1] . Furthermore, it would be anticipated that the multiparticle correlation effects caused by simultaneous interaction of many particles in plasmas should be taken into account to describe the interaction potential with an increase of the plasma density. Recently, there has been a great interest in investigating physical properties of various quantum plasmas [4, 5] . Moreover, the quantum plasmas have been found in many nano-scale objects such as nano-wires, quantum dot, semiconductor devices as well as in laser-produced dense plasmas and also in astrophysical compact objects [6, 7] . Very recently, the modified Debye-Hückel potential including the oscillatory behaviour in dense electronion quantum plasmas has been obtained by using the linear dielectric response formalism [8] . Hence, it is 0932-0784 / 09 / 0300-0237 $ 06.00 c 2009 Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, Tübingen · http://znaturforsch.com expected that the electron-ion collisions in quantum plasmas would be quite different from those in classical plasmas. Thus, in the present paper we investigate the oscillatory screening effects on elastic collisions in dense electron-ion quantum plasmas. The eikonal analysis with the modified Debye-Hückel potential is employed to obtain the scattering phase shift and scattering amplitude. In addition, the differential and total elastic collision cross sections are obtained by the optical theorem with the forward scattering amplitude in quantum plasmas.
In the presence of the potential field, the wave function Ψ k (r) can be represented by the following form of the Schrödinger equation:
where
is the wave number, µ is the reduced mass of the collision system, E (= µυ 2 /2) is the collision energy, υ is the collision velocity,h is the rationalized Planck constant, r is the position vector,
is the reduced potential, and V (r) is the interaction potential. It is essential to investigate the scattering amplitude in order to obtain the physical properties of the collision system since the scattering process would be reduced to the problem of finding the scattering amplitude using various techniques. Using the eikonal method for the potential scattering with the free outgoing Green's function of the Helmholtz operator [9] , and the wave function Ψ k (r) in the cylindrical coordinate system such as r = b + zn, where b is the impact parameter,n is the unit vector perpendicular to the momentum transfer K (≡ k f − k i ), k i and k f are, respectively, the incident and final wave vectors, the eikonal scattering amplitude [9] is given by
where k ≡ k f = k i for the elastic collision, K = 2k sin(θ /2), θ is the scattering angle between k f and k i , J 0 (Kb) is the zeroth-order first kind Bessel function [10] , and ξ (k, b) is the scattering phase shift [9] :
It is known that the optical theorem [11] provides the general relation between the total cross section of all collision processes and the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude. Hence, according to the optical theorem [11] , the total elastic collision cross section σ el is represented by
where Im stands for the imaginary part, and f E (θ = 0) is the forward scattering amplitude, i. e., if K = 0:
Very recently, an excellent work of Shukla and Eliasson [8] has provided the remarkably useful form of the modified Debye-Hückel potential of a test charge in dense electron-ion quantum plasmas by using the linear dielectric response formalism. Using this effective screening model [8] , the modified Debye-Hückel interaction potential V MDH (r) between an electron and an ion with charge Ze in electron-ion quantum plasmas can be represented by
is the electron plasma frequency, and n is the electron density. In these quantum plasmas, the Fermi electron temperature T Fe is known to be
, where k B is the Boltzmann constant and n 1 is the electron density perturbation [8] . The dielectric function of these quantum plasmas becomes ε qp = 1 + k 4 q /k 4 because of the quantum force term (h 2 /4mn 0 ) ( 2 n 1 ), due to the quantum Bohm potential [12, 13] . In a conventional classical plasma related to the standard Debye-Hückel potential, the dielectric function is given by ε cl = 1 + k 2 D /k 2 , where k D is the Debye wave number. As it is seen, that this modified Debye-Hückel interaction potential [see (6) ] is quite different from the standard Debye-Hückel screening [3] due to the oscillating part. The oscillatory behaviour of the effective potential is caused by the singular points of the function (k 4 + k 4 q ) −1 , i. e., the poles at k 2 = ±ik 2 q , due to the contribution of the quantum Bohm potential term. It is shown that the Fourier transformation of (k 2 ± ik 2 q ) −1 contains the oscillating exponential terms [12] . In a recent excellent work of Brodin et al. [14] , a detailed discussion on the parameter space for various quantum plasma effects is given. It is found that the density and temperature range of quantum plasmas [14] including the Bohm potential effect are known to be around 10 12 -10 21 cm −3 and 10 0 -10 4 K, respectively. Using the modified DebyeHückel potential V MDH (r) in the cylindrical coordinate system, the scattering phase shift can be obtained
where the radial distance r between the electron and ion is replaced by r = √ z 2 + b 2 . After some mathematical manipulations with a change of the variable such as z = b √ t 2 − 1, the scattering phase shift is found to be
since the integral expression of the second kind modified Bessel function 
The total cross section σ el (Ē) in units of πa 2 Z for the elastic electron-ion collision including the oscillatory screening effects in quantum plasmas is then found to be
whereb (≡ b/a Z ) is the scaled impact parameter, E (≡ E/Z 2 Ry) is the scaled collision energy, Ry (= me 4 /2h 2 ≈ 13.6 eV) is the Rydberg constant, and k q (≡ k q a Z ) =k q (1 − i). In addition, the differential total cross section dσ el /db is given by
However, if oscillatory screenings are absent in quantum plasmas, the total σ el and differential dσ el /db elastic electron-ion collision cross sections are, repectively, represented by
In order to explicitly investigate the oscillatory screening effects on the elastic collision process in dense electron-ion quantum plasmas, we setĒ > 1 since the eikonal formalism is known to be valid for υ > Zαc [7] , where α (= e 2 /hc ∼ = 1/137) is the fine values of the quantum wave numberk q . It is shown that the minimum position of the scattering phase shift has receded from the target ion with decreasing the quantum wave number. Figure 3 represents the oscillatory screening effect F OS [≡ (dσ el /db)/(dσ el /db)] on the differential collision cross section as a function of the scaled quantum wave numberk q and the scaled impact parameterb. As it is seen, the oscillatory screening effect sinusoidally decreases with an increase of the quantum wave number and impact parameter. Figure 4 shows the comparison between the total scaled cross sectionσ el in units of πa 2 Z obtained by the modified Debye-Hückel potential and by the standard Debye-Hückel potential as a function of the collision energyĒ. It is shown that the oscillatory screening effect suppresses the total cross section and also decreases with an increase of the collision energy. In addition, Fig. 5 represents the total scaled cross sectionσ el (≡ dσ el /πa 2 z ) obtained by the modified Debye-Hückel screening as a function of the scaled collision energyĒ for various values of the quantum wave numberk q . It is also shown that the total cross section decreases with an increase of the quantum wave number. Hence, we find that an increase of the plasma frequency of the quantum plasma suppresses the total elastic electron-ion collision cross section.
In this work, we have found that the oscillatory screening behaviour caused by the quantum Bohm effect plays an important role in collision processes in quantum plasmas. Hence, the use of the accurate interaction potential is essential for the evaluation of the precise cross sections for various collision and radiation processes in plasmas. These results would provide useful information on the quantum screening effects of various atomic collision processes in dense quantum plasmas.
